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Intro

In this series of essays, I put forward an anthology of writings, which combines my personal stories, examples 

of my art works and my views in relation to art historical contexts and theories. This series of writings here are 

rather open-ended explorations, similar in style to ‘open texts’, a writing style proposed by Italian philosopher 

Umberto Eco (1997).1 This admits complexity in reading and thus openness for interpretation and reflection. 

Threads of texts here are to be read in multiplicity, in the same way body of artworks are ‘read’.   

I am interested in creating writings that resonate with the artworks I have make at different times and in different 

places. The quality of this anthology lies in relationship between each extract or episode of writing, and how 

interpretations can be drawn from these texts and images to spark a response in the reader.

Writings here are prompted by events, writings, artworks and conversations that took place in various parts of 

the world. Having grown up in Japan and having spent half of my life in various western countries such as New 

Zealand, United States, and Great Britain, I have become sensitive to different modes of communication, use 

of language, how meanings and opinions are created. I write here in English, my second language, but this will 

always be touched by my Japanese sensibility.  Unlike conventional academic essays I try to focus on questions 

rather than conclusions. Questions are capable of opening out to more possibilities, and this is what I try to do 

as an artist. As I am influenced by the aesthetic attitude of Japan, I tend to start from that place, but my aim is to 

relate to people beyond a singular culture.  As human beings, we have always explored similar questions in all 

cultures. I am interested in creating universal conversations, which can share curiosities and bring attention to 

the systems and contexts in which we exist within. 

1. Bondanella, P. 1997. Umberto Eco and the Open Text: Semiotics, Fiction, Popular Culture. Cambridge: Cambridge:University Press.
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1. On Sunset

I can recall a critique session when I was completing my Bachelor’s degree at The Elam School of Fine 

Arts in New Zealand. I was showing slides of a sunset sequence projected on a wall. It created certain 

feelings, yet the main reaction to this critique was – “This is not art.” 2

Why can’t such a beautiful experience, like seeing a sun setting on the horizon be an artwork? 

– An overwhelming experience of our planet rotating, the changing of colour and light over a time, seeing 

the sun setting towards the horizon, followed by an amazing change of colour in the sky. And knowing the 

impermanent nature of this experience – this particular sunset will never be repeated.

I was thinking about this, and I still think about this. Whether in London, Auckland or Tokyo, there is 

always a sunset with different colours, tones and feelings.  When I see a beautiful sunset, I always feel 

– “This is better than any artworks I have seen.”  Could sunset be an artwork? I have even seen dogs and 

birds looking at the sunset. I am convinced that they can feel something significant as the sun sets. Perhaps 

it is because sun is the source of our lives, and we feel it.

2. Critique session class led by Jim Speers. August 2006. Elam School of Fine Arts, The University of Auckland.

On Sunset
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Aesthetics of Weather  

Yuriko Saito (2005) investigates a similar question, and looks at weather as an aesthetic object. She lists 

out three distinctive dissimilarities between art and weather as aesthetic objects, and carefully puts forward an 

alternative mode of operation in each area of conflict in order to validate weather as an aesthetic object.3

First, she notes, for something to be an artwork it needs to be a spatially and temporally enclosed entity 

independent from us.4 The boundaries for which it exists has to be defined.  For a painting to be experienced, the 

object needs to be clearly framed, demarcated from the rest of the space. Even if we notice the fresh smell of the 

paint or the contrast between the front and back of the painted canvas, it is not part of the painting experience. 

Similarly, to appreciate a symphony, we cannot include noise of the car passing by, whether they add or detract 

from the experience.  For artwork to be perceived, we need conventional agreements, to exclude everyday life.5

Saito (2005) points out that using conventional models of appreciation for weather is problematic and misleading. 

She claims that art and weather are different kinds of aesthetic objects and they require a different kind of 

aspection. Weather needs to be appreciated as weather, sunsets needs to be appreciated as sunsets. Such 

phenomena as weather or sunsets engage our whole body, sometimes pleasantly, sometimes unpleasantly. Unlike 

conventional art, we are not a beholder, spectator, listener, of the object but are directly involved ‘in it’ and 

participating. I believe we are able to appreciate such aesthetic experience, only by recognising there are no 

boundaries between the aesthetic subject and us.

Secondly, natural phenomena affects our daily life with many practical concerns, from people’s (such as farmer’s 

and fishermen’s) livelihoods, to weekend barbeques, to devastating hurricanes, or blizzards. They are very close 

to us (we are ‘in’ them), and sometimes it is hard for us to think of them as ‘external’ aesthetic objects. 

Saito refers to theories of distancing, or disinterestedness, as a way to include weather as part of aesthetic 

experience. Distancing is a proposition maintained by thinkers such as Edward Bullough and Martin Heidegger; 

it is an aesthetic attitude that puts sensuous appreciation (experience of such aspects as colour, shape, or sound) 

over objects’ significance (such as historical and economic context).6

A work I made after the devastating earthquake in Japan on March 11th 2011 shares a similar attitude. Tsunami 

No.1 – No.3 (42”HD) are prints made from a TV footage shot from a helicopter as waves approach the coast of 

Japan.7 In the devastating and catastrophic force of the waves, I could not help but to see a pure beauty knowing 

the inherent tragedies these waves were about to create in coastal towns.

3. Saito, Y. 2005. “The Aesthetics of Weather”. In Smith, M. (ed) The aesthetics of everyday life. New York: Columbia University Press. p.156. 
4. ibid. p.157.
5. ibid. p.159.
6. ibid. p.160 
7. Yamada, K. 2011. Tsunami No.1 – No.3 (42”HD). Dyline prints on architectural paper. La Scatola Gallery, London.

On Sunset
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Saito refers to Bullough’s example of a fog and highlights the uncanny mingling of repose and terror brought up 

by the seemingly calm and peaceful phenomenon. Distancing is needed to appreciate it aesthetically; only by 

momentarily ignoring the imminent sense of danger and terror, and abstracting from it, does such an aesthetic 

experience emerge. And the aesthetic experience is enhanced because of this uncanny balance of terror and 

peace.

This kind of aesthetic attitude can be seen in Japan throughout history. Discomfort such as heavy snow, wetness 

or rain, or extreme heat in summer is often taken as a subject of aesthetic appreciation and contemplation. 

Our negative response can be transformed into a positive experience through aestheticising what is otherwise 

unpleasant. 

Thirdly for Saito, another difference between art objects and natural phenomena is their characteristics in 

relation to time. Natural phenomena are always in flux, changing, whereas art objects are expected to be 

permanent and fixed. Typically a great deal of care is given to preservation of art objects against aging. 

Unlike conventional work, Tsunami No.1 – No.3 (42” HD), has a property of impermanence. These are printed 

on architectural blue print using an analogue printing method. The colour of these prints will fade over time, 

showing the passage of time.

In respect to looking at weather as an aesthetic object, Saito simply suggests celebrating the impermanent 

characteristic of natural phenomena. Saito says “aestheticising the impermanence in nature lead us towards an 

acceptance and sympathetic appreciation of our own transience.” Aesthetic appeal is enhanced because of its 

impermanent nature. 

Saito articulates these three differences of art objects and weather and provides an alternative method for 

aestheticising weather. It is interesting to note that each of the three aesthetic attitudes she proposes is similar to 

Eastern philosophy akin to Zen.  

YAMADA, K. 2011. Tsunami No.1- No.3 (42”HD). Dyline print on architechtural blue print. Photography by Michael Heilgemeir.

On Sunset
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Beauty in the East is understood as a part of nature. In traditional Eastern philosophy all matters are seen as 

connected. Nature, men and creations are all part of One.8  Hence there is no emphasis on the divide between 

artwork and the frame. As for natural beings, the impermanent nature of art objects are also appreciated in 

the East.9 Such tradition as Ikebana flower arrangement embraces changes in flowers and plants as part of the 

presented work. Saito’s attempt to include natural phenomena as an aesthetic object is not only very helpful 

theory in articulating my own works, but also creates a bridge between Eastern aesthetic perspective in current 

Western art context. 

Earthworks, nature and gallery space

There are a number of contemporary art works that take nature as its subject matter. Works like 

Earthworks by Robert Smithson, or James Turrell’s Skyspace create devices and architectures to observe natural 

phenomena such as sky or sun from gallery spaces.10 11 A more recent successor of these, Olafur Eliasson 

created a giant artificial sun for the Turbine Hall at the Tate Modern, London.12 These artists, sometimes called 

environmental artists, redefine the boundaries and bring what is traditionally non-art objects, such as sky, land, 

sea or sun, into the framework of art. They use the gallery context to look at natural and scientific phenomena 

and create a space to re-examine phenomena that surround us.

What these artists create is a relationship between natural phenomena and the gallery framework, making it 

possible to discuss natural phenomena as a subject matter, which is otherwise not possible within the convention 

of art. This is because art by definition is not nature. Yet strategies utilised by these artists to relate to nature 

allows us to rethink our surroundings. Such strategies are useful to me as an artist, since I am also interested in 

borders between nature and the frame (of the gallery).

  

8. Available from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eastern_philosophy#East_Asian_philosophies [accessed 15 August 2011]  
9. Available http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wabi-sabi [accessed 27 August 2011] 
10. Smithson, R. Earthworks, Available from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Smithson [accessed 15 August 2011] 
11. Turrel, J. 1995. Skyspace. Installation. Henry Art Gallery, Seattle.
12. Eliasson, O. 16 October 2003 - 21 March 2004. The Weather Project, Installation. Tate Modern, London.

TURREL, J. 1995. SKYSPACE. Installation. Seattle WA. Henry Art Gallery

On Sunset
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My works on sunset

I have been creating series of works titled Sunset Sunrise. In particular, Sunset Sunrise No.1 was a piece 

created for an exhibition at The Woodmill, London, for the Lucky Dip show 2010.13 I took sequential photos of 

sunrise and sunset everyday from the gallery rooftop for the duration of the exhibition. Photos taken from the day 

before were then exhibited in film form in the gallery space. Shown in pairs with a light sculpture Vertical No.2, 

they created a relationship that gives space to think about the everyday phenomenon of earth rotating around the 

sun.

Another work Horizontal No.3 is a work, at first glance presents itself as a Perspex horizontally wedged in to a 

gallery wall.14 In a dark room, this Perspex is illuminated by a video screen behind the wall, which displays a 

sunset sky. This work attempts to create a space to take the experience of sunset and insert it into a gallery using 

sculptural language and form. 

13. Yamada, K. 2010. Sunset Sunrise No.2. Dual channel video projection. The Woodmill, London (http://www.woodmill.org/exhibitions)
14. Yamada, K. 2011. Horizontal No.3. Perpex, single channel video, wall. Hoxton Art Gallery, London.

ELIASSON, O. 2003. Weather Project. Installation. London. Tate Moden.

On Sunset
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YAMADA, K. 2011. Horizontal No.3. Installation view.

On Sunset

YAMADA, K. 2010. Sunset Sunrise No.1. Dual channel video projection.
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Summary

So back to my initial question – “Can a sunset be artwork on its own? 

I think the answer is “No”.

But I would say with “but”. But, within the current Western art context and conventions. As Saito points 

out, to function as an artwork, it needs to be defined, and separated from life outside the museums and galleries. 

Sunset will never be in the gallery. It will always be part of our everyday life. Unlike an art object, it cannot be 

preserved. Saito propose new aesthetic attitudes. 

My initial intuition was this; “Why can’t such a beautiful experience be an art experience?” This simple and naïve 

question led me to investigate various thinkers, and create a number of works that acted as conversations around 

this topic. Yet my intuition still remains; even though I see the pragmatic position which art context exists within.  

For now, sunset is not an artwork, but I believe current gallery context is useful for focusing our attention to 

aesthetic objects. As an artist my interests lies not only in looking at nature as aesthetic objects but also to pose 

a question towards the current art discourse. Even though it is a simple question – “Why can’t such a beautiful 

experience be an art experience?”; such a question gives an opportunity to broaden  framework and create 

conventions to re-think natural phenomena, as a part of our aesthetic life and art.

On Sunset
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2. On ideas of the Sublime

Sublime

 Natural aesthetics including sunsets have been the topic of discussions in philosophy and arts for 

centuries. Edmund Burke (1757) in his book A Philosophical Enquiry into the Origin of Our Ideas of the Sublime 

and Beautiful has put forward a concept of beauty and the Sublime to be mutually exclusive. Burke regarded 

beauty as something pleasing to the eyes whereas the sublime has the power to compel yet destroy us. Burke’s 

definition of the Sublime focuses on such terms as darkness, obscurity, privation, vastness, magnificence, 

loudness and suddenness, and that our reaction is defined by a kind of pleasurable terror.15

Immanuel Kant (1790/2005) defines the idea of the Sublime in Critique of Judgement, by making a distinction 

from the idea of the beautiful. In explaining the Sublime, Kant also articulates a priori, knowledge limited to 

deduction of the condition of possible experience. Then Kant claims the Sublime to be found in an object devoid 

of form. It is limitless and belongs to an indeterminate concept of Reason, hence the sublime belonging to a 

priori.16 Kant defines the beautiful as being connected with the form of the object having limitation. The beautiful 

relates to understanding, thus it is compatible with charms and playful imagination.17 

I believe Kant’s proposition to treat the Sublime as belonging to “Reason” is influenced, or at least in reaction 

to, the Christian idea of God. He associates the pleasurable aesthetic quality of the Sublime, with the fear 

towards the absolute power akin to God’s almightiness. Such aesthetic quality cannot be defined, explained 

or contextualised, rather its quality is embedded in itself. It is also my understanding why it has such quality 

becomes less important while being in the experience. And it is the idea of experience, which I am interested in, 

and always attracted to. 

I have to note that Kant’s concept of the Sublime also shares some similarity with the Eastern idea of beauty, 

although the basis for their similarity comes from very different places. As I have mentioned, beauty in the 

East is understood as a part of nature. In traditional Eastern philosophy, all matters are connected. Nature, men 

and creations, are all part of one. Kant is clearly making a case for a separation of the quality of the Sublime 

from other aesthetic qualities and proposing it to be autonomous, and belonging to the Reason. In my view, this 

suggests that the idea of the Sublime is to be beyond us and incomprehensible. This attitude resonates with an 

Eastern philosophical approach, which recognises the universe to be bigger than our understandings and focuses 

attentions to the how to experience, as opposed to what this experience may mean. 

Duchamp on Kant

Debate in 20th century held that Kant is old fashioned because of the concept of the universal, which has 

been undone in art and politics or post colonialism. Marcel Duchamp created works such as Fountain to

  

15. Burke, E. 1757. A Philosophical Enquiry into the Origin of Our Ideas of the Sublime and Beautiful. Oxford: Oxford University Press. 
16. ibid. p.52.
17. Kant, I. 1790/2005. Critique of Judgment. Stilwell: Digireads.com. Publishing. p.52.

On ideas of the Sublime
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challenge Kant’s idea of the universal and sensus communis (universality to aesthetic judgement).18

For Duchamp, there is no universal beauty and aesthetics had nothing to do with transcendentally autonomous 

and self-validating faculty, like soul. Duchamp insists in aesthetics as taste. – “If you start something over and 

over again, it becomes a taste.”19 

Duchamp replaced the phrase “This is beautiful” to “This is art” by putting importance on concepts. Creating 

the context carefully and defining its aesthetics beyond one’s taste has become important in western art 

discourse, particularly in the last century. 

Contemporary ideas of the Sublime

The Sublime as a subject is still topical in contemporary art as evident in number of exhibitions 

including Art and the Sublime (2010) at Tate Britain and Arts Council England’s touring exhibition Sublime: The 

Darkness and the Light (1999-2000).20 21 In the catalogue of Arts Council England exhibition, Jon Thompson 

revisits the idea of the Sublime, and compares contemporary version of the Sublime which he summarises 

as implacable absence – the uncapturable, the unknowable, the unthinkable, and most importantly the 

unspeakable.22 Thompson claims that in such experience of ‘beyond language’, we cannot help but to feel 

disconnected, yet paradoxically only but such disconnected attitude, we can begin to contemplate destructive 

aesthetic pleasure.  Then he goes on and illustrates Jean-Francois Lyotard’s view of sublime aesthetic 

experience. 

For Lyotard, such aesthetic experience involves the body as spatio-temporal presence in the world. He uses the 

example of Paul Cezanne standing in front of Mont Sainte-Victore, a kind of intense engagement between artist 

and world, or an ‘event’ with singularity. Such ‘event’ is not just an array of small impressions, but shifts and 

relocates whole unity of time and space. Thomson states such experience functions more as a kind of absolute, 

which is beyond language.23 

Tsunami in Japan

 On March 11th 2011, an earthquake, of magnitude 9, one of the biggest recorded in the history, hit Japan 

with a devastating force. Subsequently huge tsunami struck coasts of Japan destroying everything from buildings, 

industries and above all, many human lives. As it happened, I started getting many text messages and phone 

calls, from friends, asking if my families in Japan were ok. In London, I was hooked on the Youtube website 

which was broadcasting live footage, as events were happening. One of the news channels was showing an aerial 

helicopter shot of Tsunami waves approaching the coast. I could not help but to think how beautiful these waves 

were. They were absolutely beautiful waves. I felt it was wrong for me to feel this way, but I could not help but to 

18. McEvilley, T. 1999. Sculpture in the Age of Doubt. New York: Allworth Press. p.59.
19. Cabanne, P. 1971. Dialogues with Marcel Duchamp: With an Appreciation by Jasper Johns. Translation from French by Ron Padgett. Paris: Da Capo 
Press/Thames and Hudson. p.48.
20. Art and the Sublime. 2010. Tate Britain, London. 
21. Sublime: The Darkness and the Light. 1999-2000. Arts Council Collection Exhibition toured by National Touring Exhibitions from the Hayward 
Gallery, London, for the Arts Council of England.  
22. Thompson, J. 1999. Sublime: The Darkness and the Light. London: Hayward Gallery Publishing. p.26.
23. ibid. p.26

On ideas of the Sublime
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appreciate their beauty, with my distant attitude. I have created a work in response to this, as I mentioned in the 

earlier chapter.

Tsunami No.1-No.3 (42”HD), which was mentioned in earlier chapter, captures a moment of fearful waves just 

about to hit the coast and cause catastrophe.  A classic sublime moment is captured in these images. As much as 

we can describe with words, such incident are simply beyond words, and works that represent such event become 

part of the unspeakable and unity.

Summary

 It has been over 200 years since Edmund Burke first published A Philosophical Enquiry into the Origin 

of Our Ideas of the Sublime and Beautiful.  Followed by Kant who furthered the idea of the Sublime by claiming 

it belonging to the Reason. He claimed the Sublime to be a transcendental faculty that is incomprehensible by 

human. 

Ideas surrounding the notion of the Sublime, such as the idea of the universal, have been undone by many 

thinkers after Kant. Especially in the area of art, conceptualism directly tackled the idea of the universal taste, 

which was integral part in constructing the notion of the sublime.

In recent years, I see the return to the idea of the universal in some instances. Such movement as modernists, or 

post-war formalists can be seen as return to the universal. Like Art and the Sublime exhibition at Tate Britain, 

relooking at ideas evoking the contemporary sublime and re-thinking the concept of the universal is due.

Fore me as an artist who crosses two cultures which have distinctive different starting point, Kant’s idea of 

sensus communis (common sense, or universal taste) still holds its value. As discussed in chapter one on sunset, 

we often find ourselves wanting to believe in the idea of the universal. I endeavour to investigate contemporary 

version of the Sublime and aesthetic attitude in my artworks.

YAMADA, K. 2011. Tsunami No.2 (42”HD). Dyline print on architechtural blue print. 

On ideas of the Sublime
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3. Blurring the boundaries between art and life

How can art look at our lives and create a relationship with art works and objects that is shown inside 

white cubes with what is happening outside? How does art’s nature of contextualisation affect when we talk 

about life?  How can meaning of art share meaning of life? Can art and life share a place? 24

One of the first white cube spaces built was The Secession building built in Vienna in 1897.  When people 

enter into a white cube space, things are framed. People can forget about what is outside the gallery, how they 

got there, what happens outside, and concentrate on things being things itself. And within this contextualised 

framework, artists play with symbols and meanings.  

When I enter into a white cube of the gallery space, sometimes I see objects such as fire extinguisher, placed not 

as an art object, but as a health and safety measure. I also notice people kissing in a gallery space. I often catch 

myself noticing these things, and think these are more interesting than the artwork presented. 

Yuriko Saito (2007) in her book Everyday Aesthetics reminds us of the frame, of what she calls paradigmatic art. 

For Saito, mainstream art we see now in the museums and galleries is paradigmatic. She defines paradigmatic 

art as a more or less identifiable and stable object, typically experienced through sight and sound in a certain 

expected and prescribed mode. She states that the operational mode underlying our paradigmatic experience 

of paradigmatic art is “separation”, “isolation”, “distinction”, “divorce” or “disengagement” from our ordinary 

everyday affairs.25

John Cage

John Cage was concious of such paradigmatic experiences and conventions of traditional Western 

classical music. He broke away from conventions by declaring all “noise” as part of his music, illustrated by his 

seminal work, 4’33”. 

Cage writes:

Art as a way of life, it is for all the world like taking a bus, picking flowers, making love, sweeping the 

floor, getting bitten by a monkey, reading a book etc., and infinitum… Art is when it is art as Satie lived it 

and made it is not separate from life (nor as dishwashing when it is done in this spirit).26 

I think what Cage articulates above, is that unity of life and art is essential part of life, as well as for creating 

good artworks. In Cage’s legacy, what I am particularly interested in is that he successfully brought the ‘life’ 

outside in to the frame. The strategy is that he brought in the everyday life into the gallery framework, which 

would otherwise be neglected as a subject for appreciation. 

24. From a summary written after a seminar, December 2010 at Goldsmiths, London.
25. Saito, Y. 2007. Everyday Aesthetics. Oxford: Oxford University Press. p.15.
26. Nicholls, D. 2002. The Cambridge companion to John Cage. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. p.47.

Blurring the boundaries between art and life
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Rirkrit Tiravanija

 Rikrit Tiravanija, a Thai artist who was educated in the United States, also brings life outside to 

the gallery space. Tiravanija’s installation/performance/interactive piece consists of serving Thai curry to an 

audience at galleries. In the history of art Tarivanija’s activity is linked with Relational Aesthetics a concept 

coined by Nicholas Bourriaud. Bourriaud (1998) claims Relational Art to be “a set of artistic practices which 

take as their theoretical and practical point of departure the whole of human relations and their social context, 

rather than an independent and private space.” 27 In Tiravanija’s case, he brings attention to the social context of 

eating together by bringing it to the gallery space. Tiravanija is conscious of the framing that the gallery provides 

and he utilise it to discuss activities which happen outside the white cube, that are often overlooked. 

In an interview by Mary Jane Jacobs (2004), Tiravanija says “It’s not like I would rather make it art or life… it’s a 

lot less clear than that… But I think it is important to bring both art and life together.”28 He then goes on to talk 

about the art world frame using a kite as a metaphor: 

“You can (let go of the art world frame), it’s like flying a kite. You can let it go but, there is a reeling out of a line 

which has yet come to an end. And the same time, you know there is an end and there is a point when you let it 

go.”

“It is a strange thing… to the point where you actually have to make an object in order for people to understand 

about that idea of being, in a way, not the point.” 

Tiravanija talks about the dilemma of being a contemporary artist. He has to create ‘something’ (object or 

experience) in order to function as an artist. He hints what he is interested in is not the object in itself but the 

communication, which emerges from it.

27. Bourriaud, N. 1998. Relational Aesthetics. Dijon: Les Presses du reel. 
28. Jacobs, M. J. 2004. “Rikrit Tiravanija” In Bass, J. & Jacobs, M. J. (Eds.) Buddha Mind in Contemporary Art. Berkeley: University of California Press. 
p.174.

Blurring the boundaries between art and life

TIRAVANIJA, R. 2011. Fear Eats the Soul.  Event at Gavin Brown’s Enterprise, New York.
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Meaning of Life by Allan Kaprow

Allan Kaprow is an American performance artist known for coining the term Happening. He is linked 

with Fluxus, which is a multidisciplinary art movement that incorporates noise, music, sound, vision, literature, 

architecture and others.

Kaprow was interested in blending art and life; creating meanings for art, as well as for life. Kaprow ends his 

book, Essay On the Blurring of Art and Life with a story of Harry and Mike, in an essay titled The Meaning of 

Life.29

In this story Harry leaves his professional job where he worked with Mike and goes on to look for the meaning 

of life. After years of searching, he comes back to Mike. Mike almost doesn’t recognise him. Harry looks so 

different, with one eye missing, teeth gone, a filthy mess. Harry says: “It’s been a long trip, I did time in jail, I got 

all kinds of diseases, I almost died in Tibet, I was robbed and beaten up… but I found the meaning of life!”

Harry finally found the answer. He looks into Mike’s eyes and says “It’s the hole in the bagel”.30

Kaprow refers to a number of peculiar life stories like this in his essay, then states these events in themselves 

are the meaning of life. He says lifelike art, which participates in its everyday source, purposely intending 

to be like life, becomes interpreted and meanings created. Yet, it is not life in general that is meaningful and 

its abstraction cannot be experienced. Only life in particular (like a ripe tomato) can be meaningful. He says 

meanings of life activities are not only variable and unfixed but also inventive. It is what we add, by imagination 

and interpretation to what we do.31 Lifelike artists are conscious inventors of the life that also invents them.

Summary

Framing of the gallery space makes possible for artworks to communicate in a consistent way. Without the frame 

of a gallery space, meanings will be lost in the noise of the everyday. If perception of the artwork depended on 

which transport you took to get to the gallery, art would lose its value as an artwork.

Framing is a very useful tool for us to pause and contemplate nature of objects. Because of their white, quiet and 

paused background, we can engage with objects, interpret their meanings and relationships.

Curator Hans Ulrich Obrist, talks about searching for modalities in art that goes beyond objecthood.32 I feel this 

is a great starting point to think about current climate surrounding the art world. Obrist intends to shift lifeless 

“exhibition” format which focuses on highly static human-to-object-relation. 

Like Cage, Kaprow and Tiravanija, when art tries to include life, and communicate beyond human-to-object 

relationship, sometimes white walls get in the way of the vital aspects of the communication. I believe we are 

coming to an age where we can start to think about limitation of human-to-object convention of the white cube 

space. 

29. Kaprow, A.1993. Essays on Blurring of Art and Life. Berkeley: University of California Press. p.229.
30. Ibid. p.230.
31. Kaprow, A.1993. Essays on Blurring of Art and Life. Berkeley: University of California Press. p.239.
32. Obrist, H. U.  2011. Everything You Wanted to Know About Curating. Berlin: Sternberg Press. p.11.

Blurring the boundaries between art and life
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4. Chance

I was visiting New York City in January 2005 for about 2 weeks, and staying at a friend’s house in 

Queens. One day I decided to go to Fifth Avenue in Manhattan, which is full of expensive stores (hence 

I didn’t visit much at all), to visit Museum of Modern Art (MoMA). And just about two blocks down from 

MoMA on a street corner, I literally bumped into someone who looked very much like me. They were my 

uncle and cousin, visiting New York from Japan just for five days. Their plane was delayed so they had just 

got to the hotel and checked in, and they came out to see the streets. We later had a reunion, and my uncle 

was saying, if this had happened with a high school girl friend, he would have married her. The chance of 

this happening, on this planet, must be one in billions.

Everything is born out of a mere chance. The fact we are born, our planet being in the just right balance for us to 

exist, and so on. And as one can see on the case of the encounter with my uncle, we naturally attach meanings to 

such occurrence. And it is often referred to as God in Western culture.

If God was the answer to reasons of being in the West, in East, Buddhism tries to answer such questions by 

the idea of Karma (causality). The world-view of Buddhism is the universe is seen as one and everything inter-

linked. In Buddhism, every matter is related to cause and effect and practice of Buddhists is to be enlightened 

and break away from this Karmic relationship. 

Interestingly, the word ‘chance’ has its Latin roots relating to the falling of a dice. It is often used to describe 

that the cause, or system of causes responsible for a given effect is unknown. Despite the fact we can specify the 

universe of possible characteristics, which a chance event may have to occur, we do not know the outcome until 

operation (such as toss of a die) is conducted. George Brecht (1957/2010) claims that it is important to keep in 

our mind that this ‘universe of possible results’ is a system (such as surface of the table), which is always part of 

a bigger system.33

John Cage / Chance

John Cage attended a series of lectures by Daisetzu Suzuki at Columbia University in 1950’s. Suzuki 

played a key role in introducing Zen Buddhism to USA and beyond. As mentioned before, Cage is known with 

his seminal 4’33” piece and other works heavily influenced by Zen.

He often utilised I-Ching (Book of Changes) method in many of his works. This is a technique to create random 

set of results and he utilised it to construct imagery and sound. Cage’s chance drawings were on tour in Arts 

Council England exhibition Everyday is a Good Day (2010-2011)34. Many of the drawings in the show were ink 

drawings, where colour, position, shape and size of the brush were determined by I-Ching method. 

33. Brecht, G. 1957. “Chance Imagery”. In Iverson, M. (ed.) 2010. Chance. London: Whitechapel Gallery & Cambridge, Massachusetts: MIT Press. p.42.
34. Everything is a Good Day, 2010-2011. Hayward Touring Exhibition exhibited nationaly in United Kingdom. 

Chance
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YAMADA, K. 2008. Eye Drops from Upstairs.  Installation view at Newcall Gallery, Auckland New Zealand.

YAMADA, K. 2008. Eye Drops from Upstairs.  Installation view at Newcall Gallery, Auckland New Zealand.
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Eye Drops from Upstairs

In 2008, I created an installation work called Eye Drops from Upstairs (translation of a Japanese proverb 

meaning – “something is very hard but not impossible”).35 In the installation, three goldfish were displayed, each 

in a fish bowl on the plinths. The movement and speed of each goldfish translated to different sounds, making 

the fish ‘drive’ the system for this orchestra. Each fish played piano, bass and synthesiser. The audience was 

able to interact with the fish by making a hand gesture in front of it. This work used elements of chance, system, 

interaction and playfulness. 

I feel this work links to Cage’s chance operation as it incorporates what is often seen as a mere chance and noise 

of the life in the artwork. As Brecht claims, such work attempts to create a small system, which makes awareness 

of the bigger system which we know as life.

Summary

Meanings of artworks are always in question in gallery spaces. As artists we carefully insert materials 

into the space, and create context in which works can be viewed. 

Philosophers, scientist and other scholars are driven to uncover unknown and its meanings. One thing to note 

here is that meanings are derived after the fact or an event. Scientists need a test case to prove a theory, and 

philosopher observes the world which existed before them. 

Like my chance encounter with my uncle, a chance is also an event, which we associate with our surrounding 

context. Chance event on its own does not hold any meaning. Meaning is only created in the eyes of beholder 

who observes the event. 

I believe thing in itself does not hold meanings. Chance events, which occurs without intentions are the same. 

But because it lacks human intervention, and we do not know why such event occurred, I think they are closer to 

being in its nature or truths of things.

Using chance elements in artwork is to recognise such nature of a bigger system, unknowns, and bring awareness 

back to our lives, which is made up of chances.

35. Yamada, K. 2008. Eye Drops from Upstairs. Installation. Newcall Gallery, Auckland.

Chance
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5.  On Tea ceremony and aesthetic experience

Kazuo Okakura (1906) writes – “It (Tea Ceremony) is essentially a worship of the imperfect, as it is a tender 

attempt to accomplish something possible in this impossible thing we know as life.” 36

My mother practiced tea ceremony since she was about 10 years old, and while I was growing up, she was 

teaching this practice to students. For me it was a weekly activity where they spent several hours drinking 

tea, wearing Kimono in a tea room, with some kind of seriousness. 

Sometimes they seemed to have a more important ceremony, on occasions such as new years where they 

invited her master. Prior to the ceremony, the garden was swept, floors well mopped, they carefully chose 

the right flower of the season to be displayed in the room, and ordered very simple traditional lunch and 

sweets. 

What the hell is this all about, I’d ask my mother. But she could never really tell me why they were doing 

this. 

Perhaps I shall start this chapter with my childhood question – “What is this all about and why can’t it be told?” 

It is easy to put this into the category of Eastern spiritualism and myths, but I would like to open up this question 

to a wider context, and to think with theories developed by both Western and Eastern thinkers.

Dewey

John Dewey in his book Art as Experience (1959) writes “The experience, like that of watching a storm 

reach its height and gradually subside, is one of continues movement of subject matters…The material of fine 

arts consists of qualities; that of experience having intellectual conclusion are signs or symbols having no instric 

quality of their own, but standing for things that many in another experience be qualitatively experienced.” 37

Dewey’s answer is that aesthetic quality is not to be located either in the subject or in the object (let’s say a tea 

bowl) since it is in fact the whole organism/environment situation and is present in both subject and object, both 

mind and matter at once.38

Dewey adds: “As far as the one who uses the utensil is concerned, I do not see why in drinking tea from a cup he 

is necessary estopped from enjoying its shape and delicacy of the material.” 39

This line of experienced based aesthetics is also practiced in contemporary art, by artist such as Rikrit 

Tarivanaja who serves Thai food in gallery space or Joseph Beuy’s tree planting exercises. A French critic 

Nicholas Bourriaud calls such a practice Relational Aesthetics.40 

36. Okakura, K. 1906/1993. The Book of Tea. Boston: Shambhala Publications. p.1.
37. Dewey, J. 1959/2005. Art as Experience, New York: Perigee Books. p.39.
38. Odin, S. 2001. Artistic Detachment in Japan and the West. Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press. p.80.
39. Dewey, J. 1959/2005. Art as Experience, New York: Perigee Books. p.272.
40. Bourriaud, N. 1998. Relational Aesthetics. Dijon: Les Presses du reel.
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My work titled Palarell Parking [sic] is also a work that deals with aesthetic experience.41  In this video work 

shot on three high definition video camera of the artist (myself) parking my car between a Jeep and a Rover. 

Intended to be show in the gallery space, here I give a spot light to a mundane activity of parallel parking to a 

higher spectaluarity using the convention of cinema.  In the film, nothing happens, apart from the fact the car 

was parked perfectly – what seems like a well-practiced execution with most economical movements.

For an experience to be received, it has to be perceived. Dewey sees a limitation in Kantian idea of experience 

towards “pleasure”, in that it undermines the act of seeking; a space to seek for some perception and to 

contemplate. We (or viewers of art) in this contemplative space, are not in impulse of passionate emotion towards 

pleasure, but are rather calm, aloof and somehow detached. 42

41. Yamada, K. 2007. Palarell Parking. 3 channel video installation. Exhibition at Creative New Zealand Auckland Office for Silly exhibition May 2007. 
42. Dewey, J. 1959/2005. Art as Experience, New York: Perigee Books. p.269.
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Gelassenheit

Martin Heidegger (1966/1969) calls this detached thinking space – Gelassenheit (letting-be) or 

meditative thinking. He contrast this with calculative thinking, a kind of thinking which calculates, computes 

every new, ever more promising, and at the same time more economical possibilities.43  Meditative thinking is not 

this. Meditative thinking is being – a total thoughtfulness, and it requires openness to the mystery.44 To let be – 

that is, to let beings be the beings which they are – means to engage oneself with the one region and its openness 

into which every beings come to stand.45

Meditative thinking is not simple opening to Being. As the nature of authentic releasement (releasement to) 

suggest, for it involves a resolve in regard to Being.46 In meditative thinking, man opens to Being and resolves 

for its disclosure. Such a resolve is not an exercise of subjective human powers; rather it is taking a stand which 

reveals Being, a kind of dwelling in Being.47

I find such stance on the idea of Being, and meditative thinking to be somewhat close to home, coming from a 

traditional Japanese culture. I see some parallels thoughts embedded in Japanese aesthetic attitude.

Japanese aesthetics

In Japanese culture, such aesthetic attitudes are embedded within its culture from craft making, to 

cooking, to traditional arts. In Japan, variety of subtle and atmospheric beauty is celebrated. There are many 

words to describe beauty, such as aware (sad beauty), yugen (profound mystery), wabi (rustic poverty), sabi 

(loneliness), and shibumi (elegant restraint), to name a few. 

In Japanese aesthetics, Buddhism especially Zen Buddhism had a profound influence. In Japanese, by definition 

Zen signifies “meditation” and Zen meditation is a practice of Being and mindfulness. Zen Buddhist tradition 

underscores the act of detached contemplation, whereby phenomena are perceived just as they are in the 

openness or disclosure of their emptiness/suchness.48

Michael Polanyi (1975) comments on Zen and its relationship to creative arts. In his book Meaning, Polanyi 

writes:

Returning to the cult of rapturous contemplation in Zen Buddism, we meet with a theoretical development 

of it into a doctorine of aesthetics. Art, poetry and painting are said to be the transmission of visionary 

experience and hence to tell the NOTHING… Of all ancient system of ecstatic contemplation, Zen 

Buddhism alone applies directly to the creative arts.49

43. Heidegger, M. 1966/1969. Discourse on thinking. New York: Harper & Row. p.46. 
44. ibid. p.55.
45. ibid. p.55.
46. ibid. p26.
47. ibid. p26.
48. Odin, S. 2001. Artistic Detachment in Japan and the West. Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press. p.100.
49. Polanyi, M. 1975. Meaning. Chicago: University of Chicago Press. p.129.
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Steve Odin (2001) observes this Polanyi’s analysis of beauty as a function of artistic detachment, both in Zen 

and Western traditions. Odin asserts that phenomenological analysis of aesthetic experience begins with a 

description of its noematic (constituted) content as value-rich figure/ground gestalt qualities: instead of attending 

exclusively to sediment focal actualities discriminated at the core of the perceptual field, one now intends the 

undiscriminated horizon of openness that surrounds it at the background field as an aura of mystery and depth.50

Hiroshi Sugimoto writes in relation to his photographic series Seascapes.

The beginnings of life are shrouded in myth: Let there water and air. Living phenomena spontaneously 

generated from water and air in the presence of light, though that could just as easily suggest random 

coincidence as a Deity. Let’s just say that there happened to be a planet with water and air in our solar 

system, and moreover at precisely the right distance from the sun for the temperatures required to coax 

forth life. …. 

Mystery of mysteries, water and air are right there before us in the sea. Every time I view the sea, I feel a 

calming sense of security, as if visiting my ancestral home; I embark on a voyage of seeing.51

 
50. Odin, S. 2001. Artistic Detachment in Japan and the West. Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press. p.102. 
51. Sugimoto, H. Seascape. Available from http://www.sugimotohiroshi.com/seascape.html [accessed 15 August 2011]

Sugimoto, H. 1989. Seascapes. (North Atlantic Ocean, Cliffs of Mother). Photography. 
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Professor Nishida Kitaro comments on medieval Japanese yugen aesthetic. Literally meaning “shadows and 

darkness,” or “mystery and depth,” it has its roots in Buddhist idea of shikan - “tranquility and insight” or 

“calm and contemplation”.  Nishida observes yugen aesthetics are experienced through an attitude of calm 

acceptance.52 Such detached self-less attitude is called mushin, (no-self) as opposed to gaken: “ego-perception,” 

the unconscious, non-attached, spontaneous mind.53 Like Buddhist meditation practice, approach towards no-

self, is a basis for aesthetic understanding here. 

As you can see, both Japanese and Western approach in appreciating phenomenological beauty requires 

detachment. Although their roots come from very different places.

Everything Comes in Waves

 The installation piece, Everything Comes in Waves, which I created in July 2011 in London also requires 

some dethatched attitude. It is an installation which consists of a large-scale light sculpture and print works 

displayed on a wall.  This light sculpture on the floor pulsates slowly in a breathing pattern of a human nearing 

death. And the prints show images of Tsunami waves approaching the coast of Japan. These images were taken 

from a TV footage of the catastrophic earthquake that hit Japan on March 11th 2011.

Two works work in pair as an installation. Lights slowly pulsating and fading creates reflection on the gallery 

floor, as well as on the reflective glasses frames which house the prints. In the gallery space, a unique 

atmosphere is created. 

As much as each object in this installation, such as a light bulb, creates a symbolic meaning, the effect of this 

work is in the unspeakable phenomenological experience and the kind of mood it creates.

Later, I had an opportunity to have a critique with current and ex Art Practice department students on this 

work at Goldsmiths in London.54 What was interesting in the session was that the people who are well trained 

in critical dialogue did not have sufficient language to discuss phenomenological essence of this work. In 

a way, they simply liked it. This leads me to think that critical fine art discourse which largely depends 

its communication on language, context and concept, has some limitation when it comes to talking about 

phenomenological nature of works. Semiotics is often a basis for such critical discussions, and when we try to 

move beyond the mode of communication it proves, such as experience, we often find ourselves in a situation that 

we cannot describe with words. 

As my mother could not explain what the essence of the Japanese tea ceremony was, experience-based aesthetics 

cannot be fully explained with our language. It is in the experience, not the explanation the experience that 

matters. In case of tea ceremony, it was long years of tacit knowledge which could not be communicated with her 

words.55

52. Odin, S. 2001. Artistic Detachment in Japan and the West. Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press. p.108.
53. ibid. p.115.
54.  PEER Session. Monthly critique organized by ex Goldsmiths Art Practice students. Held on 25 July 2011 at Laurie Grove Baths, Goldsmiths, London. 
More information on http://www.peer-sessions.blogspot.com
55. Polanyi, M. 1964/2009 The Tacit Dimension, Chicago: University of Chicago Press. 
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Currently, critical discourse has largely become a tool to evaluate many of the artworks created in the world. 

It has become an international standard for art education and is heavily based on language and semiotics. I 

question this current model in the art discourse. As mentioned before, thinkers such as Heidegger propose other 

modes of thinking, such as Gelassenheit (letting-be, meditative thinking, Being). I believe such alternatives 

provide richer communication, just as much of the tacit knowledge in society was passed down by many cultures, 

as rituals, practice, or as spiritual subjects, without the use of language.

In a tutorial session at The School of Art Institute of Chicago, professor Frances Whitehead once said “Keeping 

on making meaningful objects (in art) is a bankrupt proposition”.56

I believe in a mode of communication that transcends such current model where experience based aesthetics, 

has a possibility to provide value beyond meanings of things. 

As an artist I continue to create works that questions this current context. What I am interested in, and what 

I always will be interested in, is such experience-based value: something unspeakable, something beyond 

meanings and something ungraspable. 

56. February 2009, at one-on-one tutorial at The School of Art Institute of Chicago with Frances Whitehead.
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